
Date Requests of Historian Laureate and responses Received

Apr-18 Asked what types of women's records archives are looking for. Her family is considering donating. I provided 

her with advice.                                                                                                                     

via Historian Laureate Facebook message

Apr-18 Requested my participation in an Edmonton Weavers' Guild exhibit at the Alberta Crafts Council. I declined 

participation, but provided advice on archival sources and contacts for fibre artists in the arts community.

via Historian Laureate Facebook message

Apr-18 Asked about locating information about the women who helped to found the St. Albert Public Library. I provided 

him with advice on archival sources. 

via Historian Laureate email

Apr-18 Asked about donating his mother's papers to an archives. I gave him information about contacts and collecting 

mandates of the City of Edmonton Archives and the Provincial Archives of Alberta.

via telephone call to Sonia Caligiuri, forwarded 

to me

Apr-18 Asked me for advice on a women's oral history project that she is working on. I provided information about 

sources for conducting oral histories and granting sources. 

via Historian Laureate email

Apr-18 Asked if I would be interested in interviewing a man with a historic sewing-machine collection. I declined but 

suggested she may be able to find someone interested in the project through the Edmonton Heritage Network's 

Practitioners' Database.  I also recommended that she contact Human History Curator Julia Petrov at the Royal 

Alberta Museum.

via my personal email

Apr-18 Asked me about donating a women's collections of papers and photos that she had accessed while writing the 

Bonnie Doon Community League History Book. I advised her to contact the City Archives about donating the 

papers and suggested that she ask her other book contributors if they might be interested in doing the same.

via Historian Laureate email

Apr-18 Informed me of his mother's records in the University of Alberta Archives in case I wished to access them for 

any projects. His mother, Elizabeth Sterling Haynes, was an important figure in the Alberta theatre community. I 

thanked him for the information.

via my personal email

Apr-18 Asked if I would MC the Edmonton Regional Heritage Fair on May 5, 2018. I accepted.

Apr-18 Suggested several potential projects for my participation: 1.  awareness and preservation of the Alberta 

Women's Memory Project 2. awareness and preservation of the database of stories hosted by the Edmonton 

Public Library. 3. Sponsor a writing bee with Edmonton authors and storytellers. I responded that I would bring 

awareness to the first two whenever possible, and declined the third suggestion, but said that I would keep it in  

mind if I come across anyone during my term who might be interested in a project like this. 

via personal Facebook Messenger

Apr-18 Asked if I knew about any lynchings or hangings that had taken place in Edmonton. I said that the KKK had 

been active in Edmonton but there were no lynchings that I was aware of. I suggested that she contact the City 

and Provincial Archives, and in particular she could research the Provincial Archives court records. 

via personal Facebook Messenger

Apr-18 Suggested that because funding for the Edmonton City as Museum project has not been continued, could the 

stories be archived and preserved. I said that I would bring this forward to the EHC and EHB. (I brought this 

forward at the May meetings of both boards) 

via personal Facebook Messenger

Apr-18 Asked about donating his mother's papers to an archives. I provided information about contacting the City of 

Edmonton Archives and the Provincial Archives of Alberta and informed her about their collecting mandates.

via Historian Laureate email

Apr-18 She is an artist whose paintings are based on early farming stories. She asked how she might be able to 

become involved in my women's history initiative with her artworks. I thanked her and said that I was 

concentrating on Edmonton women's stories, but that I would let her know if any opportunities arose.

via my personal email



May-18 Contacted me for an interview about the LRT's "Future Station" for an Avenue Magazine article. I said that was 

not my area of expertise, but gave him the name of the AGA curator who had curated an exhibit around the 

concept of Future Station. I also forwarded his email to Dan Rose. 

via Historian Laureate email

May-18 Requested my assistance re: awareness of the west LRT plan for demolition of historic houses and trees. I 

recommended that she post this on the Heritage Forward Facebook page and I forwarded her email to Dan 

Rose. 

via Historian Laureate email

May-18 Asked for advice on donating family records associated with the Charles Camsell Hospital. I recommended that 

he contact both the City of Edmonton Archives and the Provincial Archives of Alberta since both institutions 

have Charles Camsell Hospital records in their holdings. 

via Historian Laureate email

May-18 He is looking for a museum where he could donate three totem poles. The totems had been commissioned 

from West coat First Nations carver Ellen Neel for Westmount Shopping Mall when it opened in 1955. He 

rescued them from being thrown out. I recommended some museums, contacts and granting sources.  

via my personal email. 

May-18 Asked for advice on behalf of her neighbours, Dennis and Ruth Vriend, who are pioneers in organic farming, re: 

donating their records to an archives. I recommended that they contact the Provincial Archives of Alberta. 
via Historian Laureate email

May-18
Contacted me for an interview re: the West LRT issue. I said that it would be best to contact Dan Rose, and 

also offered to ask Wendy Antoniuk, the citizen who has been lobbying the City about that. I asked her and she 
via Historian Laureate email

Jun-18
Informed me about his Golden Memories Film Club that promotes awareness and screenings of classic 

Hollywood movies. I thanked him and suggested that he might want to contact the Association of Moving Image via letter sent to me at the City Archives

Jun-18
Alberta Genealogical Society requested that I give a presentation at one of their meetings. I accepted. This will 

be for their 2019 schedule. Date June 27. via Historian Laureate email

Jun-18
Edmonton and District Historical Society requested that I give a presentation at one of their meetings. I 

accepted.  Date is scheduled for March 26, 2019. via Historian Laureate email

Jun-18
 WAVE Women's Advisory Voice of Edmonton requested that I give a presentation at one of their meetings. I 

accepted.  Date Nov 20, 2018. via my personal email

Jun-18 Asked me about sources for information about women and food issues in Alberta during the First World War. I 

recommended some archival sources and gave her the contact information for a Provincial Government 

in person

Jun-18 Informed me about her mother's book of homestead experiences in southern Alberta. I responded that I would 

be very interested in her mother's story for my art practice but that I will be focusing on the stories of Edmonton 

via Historian Laureate email

Jun-18
Informed me that she has family documents regarding St. Josaphat Catholic Ukrainian Church and the Sister 

Servants of Mary Immaculate. I communicated with  her about the importance of donating records like this to via Facebook 

Jul-18
Expressed her interest in the sketches that Urban Sketchers Edmonton had done about St. Josaphat Catholic 

Ukrainian Church due to her family's historical connection with the church. I communicated with  her about the via Facebook 

Jul-18
Asked about the location of court records prior to Alberta becoming a province. I said that the bulk of those 

records are in the Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan but the Provincial Archives of Alberta have some pre- via my personal email

Jul-18
Asked for information on the Urban Sketchers Edmonton heritage project, which I provided and encouraged her 

to join us. via my Facebook messenger

Jul-18 Asked for help with resources on the topic of war brides. I provided her with some archival sources. in person at event

Jul-18
Asked about meeting with me to discuss Edmonton's Black history and the important of keeping historical 

records from the past.  We followed up his email with a phone call about a specific 1922 civil rights case via Historian Laureate email

Aug-18
Linda Hut of City Hall School asked  me to speak to a class at City Hall School. We met August 23, and I will be 

talking to the Lynwood Grade 5/6 class at City Hall School on September 26th about my interpretation of the via Historian Laureate email

Aug-18
Councillor Michael Walters sked to meet with me for a chat about my role since I live in his Ward. We met for 

coffee at the Woodrack Café on August 30th, and talked about the importance of history in the City of in person (at City Hall event)

Aug-18
Asked whether I had come across any photos of Maude Bell, a friend of Gladys Reeves, during my research for 

my exhibit. I had not, but I suggested that she contact the PAA, the CEA and Edmonton Pubic School Archives, via Historian Laureate email

Sep-18
City of Edmonton Archives asked if I could speak at the launch event at City Hall on October 4th for the City of 

Edmonton Archives new online catalogue as part of Archives Week. I accepted. via Historian Laureate email

Sep-18
Asked if I could meet with her to talk about my perspective as an artist and historian re: her student research 

project based on ethical dilemmas in the arts. I accepted and asked her when she would like to meet, but did via Historian Laureate email

Sep-18
Asked about any knowledge that I had of historic women's sheltering issues. I provided her with some archival 

sources that I have come across as well as the names of some contacts who have researched this (Nanci via my personal email

Sep-18
Media Architecture Design Edmonton (MADE) asked if I could give a talk and tour at a their InSitu event about 

the Ortona Armoury Arts Building, both as a former Ortona studio artist and as Historian Laureate. I accepted. via Historian Laureate email

Sep-18
Requested that I give a presentation at a WAVE (Women's Advocacy Voice of Edmonton) meeting on 

November 20th. I accepted. via my personal email



Sep-18
Asked if I could participate in an in-class student project re: Oral History for the History 100 class at MacEwan 

University. I accepted and the class will take place October 29. via Historian Laureate email

Oct-18
Asked me for sources for his project regarding the women who helped to found the St. Albert Public Library and 

if I could write an afterword for it. I accepted. via Historian Laureate email

Oct-18
Rob Smyth & Dave Mowatt of the Edmonton Commonwealth Walkway Project contacted me to be on their 

committee for the Edmonton Commonwealth Walkway Project. I declined but suggested that they get in touch via Historian Laureate email

Oct-18
Robert Geldart asked if I could give a talk at the December 11th meeting of the Historical Resources Review 

Board.  I accepted. via Historian Laureate email

Oct-18
Asked if I could identify an American military pin for her. I directed her to a couple of military historians and 

American military history museums.  via my personal email

Nov-18
Alberta Views magazine asked me to send a photo and info about my upcoming talk at the Edmonton & District 

Historical Society in their January/February issue. via Historian Laureate email

Nov-18
Asked me if I could organize an Urban Sketchers Edmonton sketchout in Highlands, and invited me to come to 

a HHS meeting. I agreed and we will be I touch in the new year to plan. (The date is set for June 1st) Via Historian Laureate Facebook message

Nov-18
PhotoEd Magazine asked me to give a presentation at  Edmonton Pecha Kucha Night February 12th about 

Gladys Reeves. I accepted. via my personal email

Dec-18
Asked about contact information regarding a proposed indigenous public art installation at Fort Edmonton Park. 

I suggested contacting Councillor Aaron Paquette and CARFAC. via Historian Laureate email

Dec-18
Asked about preserving/duplicating her personal photos and home movies. I provided her with some advice and 

directed her to the duplication services at the Provincial Archives of Alberta. via my personal email

Dec-18
The Program Coordinator at Central Lions Seniors Centre asked if I could give a presentation on my art and 

"Women in History". I accepted. Date TBD. via my personal email

Jan-19
Chris Chang-Yen Phillips, past Historian Laureate, asked if I could take part in his Let's Find Out podcast live 

event "How Nature Shape Us" on February 9, 2019. He asked if I could speak about Gladys Reeves' via Historian Laureate email

Jan-19
Sonya Jongsma Knauss, the Senior Communications Advisor for Council Services, asked me to review and 

approve the text for the Stephen Mandel panel to be installed at City Hall. I recommended that she contact the via Historian Laureate email

Jan-19
Saw one of my Urban Sketchers Edmonton blog posts on the Historic Edmonton & Northern Alberta Facebook 

page and invited us to come and sketch at his and his wife's home: Molstad Residence. I accepted and we via Facebook Messenger

Jan-19

The Edmonton Branch, Alberta Genealogical Society, asked me to speak at an AGS meeting. I accepted. The 

date is June 27, 2019.

via Historian Laureate email

Jan-19 I was asked if I would MC the Edmonton Regional Heritage Fair again on May 4, 2019. I accepted. via Historian Laureate email

Jan-19
A member of WAVE (where I spoke in December) asked if we could meet regarding filling gaps in the archival 

record, specifically about queer immigrant archives in Alberta for her honors thesis. I agreed and recommended via my personal email

Jan-19
I answered two requests for info from the HE&NA Facebook page: one about Gladys Reeves and Ernest 

Brown, and one about donating family papers to archives.  I have also offered  info on other Facebook history HE&NA Facebook page

Feb-19
Asked for advice on the fate of the Northlands archives and artifacts. I advised him to contact the City Archives 

and Artifacts Centre. He also asked for my involvement in creating a display at K-Days. I declined due to my via Historian Laureate email

Feb-19
Asked for my assistance in locating her employment records from the Charles Camsell Hospital. I 

recommended that she look through former Historian Laureate Danielle Metcalfe-Chenail's website of her via Historian Laureate email

Feb-19
Asked what kind of a car Mayor William Short drove and whether there is a photo. I recommended that he 

contact the City of Edmonton Archives and Reynolds Alberta Museum. via Historian Laureate email

Feb-19
Asked whether Gladys Reeves was involved in the founding of the Citizens Save Our Parks Association in 

1965. I told her that in my research in Gladys's fonds at the PAA, I had located a document from the society but via my personal email

Mar-19
Suggested that I contact a neighbour of Gladys Reeves who knew Gladys whence had retired and was  living 

two houses east of them. I met with her on March 25th and I assisted her in the donation of some of Gladys via Historian Laureate Facebook messenger

Mar-19
Contacted me re: a petition and ideas to save the old RAM building. I gave her several contacts in the arts and 

heritage communities who may be able to help or become involved in projects. They are also looking for a via my personal email

Mar-19
Contacted me to provide me with a contact for the  John Janzen family and  Alfred H Savage families. I met with 

her on April 9th and she provide me with background that she thought may be useful in my research. via Historian Laureate Facebook messenger

Mar-19
Asked if I knew of any archival film footage of the Laura Lindsay cooking show on CFRN. I recommended that 

she contact the PAA which some footage in the CFRN fonds. via Historian Laureate email

Apr-19
He had attended my E&DHS talk and wanted to know where to find further information about Gladys Reeves. I 

gave him the urls for my art blog posts about her, and told him that her fonds is at the Provincial Archives of via Historian Laureate email

Apr-19
A grade 6 student at Grandview Heights School sked me about the history of Dance in Canada - specifically 

about dances that originated in Canada. I sent her several Iinks to indigenous organizations' websites that via Historian Laureate email

Apr-19
She asked about donating some artifacts she had that had been owned by Gladys Reeves. I recommended that 

she contact Julia Petrov, Curator of Western Canadian History at RAM, but Elizabeth asked me to do that for via Historian Laureate email

Apr-19
Asked if I could lead a Jane's Walk at the old RAM. I declined because I was MC-ing the Alberta Regional 

Heritage fair that weekend and volunteering for the Early Music Alberta festival. via my personal email

May-19
The student contacted me again to ask if she could interview me about the history of dance in Canada. I said 

that it would be best for her to interview someone who specialises in dance history, and if she had  specific area via Historian Laureate email

May-19
The Millet Museum & Archives asked me to speak and give workshops re: my paintings of historic Edmonton 

women in the AGA/AFA TREX exhibit "Real Women" that is travelling to the Museum. I accepted. The via Historian Laureate email



May-19
Isla Tanaka, a Planner for Edmonton's WinterCity strategy, asked me if I could contribute a post about early 

Edmonton winter stories to be published on their blog . I accepted and she will follow up in the new year. via Historian Laureate email

Jun-19
Asked about archival photographs that show historic laboratories and conservation facilities. I provided her with 

some online archival photo database links. in person

Jul-19
He attended my talk to the Alberta Genealogy Society, and he asked about where he could donate early letters 

written by his mother and father. Because the letters are Edmonton-based, I recommended that he contact the via Historian Laureate email 

Jul-19
Friends of the Provincial Archives of Alberta Society (FotPAAS) asked me to speak at their AGS on September 

11th. I agreed. via my personal email

Jul-19
Asked if I knew of any workshops on archival research. I referred her to the Archives Society of Alberta, 

Archivaria and the University of Toronto. via my personal Facebook Messenger

Jul-19
Contacted me re: Highlands Historical Society's concerns about the City's neighbourhood renewal plan for 

Highlands which proposes squaring off the rounded street corners. This would  adversely affect the heritage via my personal email

Jul-19
A Royal Roads PhD candidate asked me to participate in his thesis research re: creative workers' perception of 

place in Edmonton. I accepted. via Historian Laureate email 

Jul-19
Asked about the  history of the MacLean Block that now houses Audrey's Books. I forwarded her a link to the 

EHB's historical architecture webpage with the history of the building. via Historian Laureate Facebook message

Jul-19 Asked me if I could serve as a Mentor for the EHC mentorship pilot project in the fall/winter 2019. I agreed. via my personal email

Jul-19
Asked me if I could participate in a documentary film project about early East Indian immigration. I declined, 

saying that is not my area of expertise, but recommended that he contact the Provincial Archives of Alberta via Historian Laureate email 

Aug-19
Asked me if I knew of any photographs of men who delivered ice for Arctic Ice Co. I recommended a film about 

ice harvesting that is in the Provincial Archives of Alberta and suggested he speak to the archivists there and at in person at an event

Aug-19
Linda Hut of City Hall school asked if I could take part in a City Hall Class at the Prince of Wales Armouries on 

September 18. I agreed. via Historian Laureate email 
David Johnston sked if I could take part in a workshop/information session regarding potential adaptive reuse of 

Hangar 11 in September. I agreed. via Historian Laureate email 

Aug-19
A reporter from the Edmonton Journal asked if I could speak about a recent episode of the TV show Jeopardy 

that gave "Big Eddy" as an answer for Edmonton's nickname. I recommended that he contact the City of via Historian Laureate email 

Aug-19
Asked where he could donate his mother's and grandmother's vintage dresses. I suggested the Anne Lambert 

Clothing and Textiles Collection at the U of A via Historian Laureate email 

Aug-19
Asked me for advice on a women's history project. I told her about some sources such as  archival collections, 

Nanci Langford's thesis and  Susan Sexty's work. via my personal email

Aug-19
Asked me for advice on careers in the heritage field. I told her about my experiences in archives and provided 

her with some names of other people to contact. via Historian Laureate email 

Sep-19
Asked if I could advise how to have a sign with the artist's name installed on the Kathryn Ruckman sculpture 

"Ghost Rails" installed in Ritchie/Hazeldean 2012. I recommended that she contact the Edmonton Arts Council.  via Facebook message

Sep-19
Asked about where a historic drawing of an Edmonton heritage home could be donated. I recommended that he 

contact the City of Edmonton Archives, since they collect documentary art such as this. via Historian Laureate email 

Sep-19
Asked how to preserve some heirloom family wedding dresses. I recommended acid free garment boxes and 

acid free tissue paper that is sold at the Provincial Archives of Alberta. I also recommended the best place for it via Facebook message

Sep-19
Asked where he could donate his mother's, Margaret Elliott's, paintings. I told him that there are institutions that 

will collect some pieces, but not a retrospective collection in its entirety. I gave him a list of potential institutions via Historian Laureate email 

Sep-19
Asked if I could speak about women's history at the Strathcona County Library. I accepted for her original date 

sometime in Jan-March 2020 but it was changed to May 2020 for which I declined. via Historian Laureate email 

Sep-19
Asked me to speak and give a workshop re: my paintings of historic Edmonton women in the AGA/AFA TREX 

exhibit "Real Women" that is travelling to the Spruce Grove Library. I accepted. The talk/workshop will be Feb 8, via my personal email

Oct-19 Asked me to participate in a Let's Find Out podcast episode. I agreed.  Oct30  2019. via my personal email

Oct-19
He is a visiting Irish language instructor at the U of A. He asked my advice about conducting an oral history 

project in Edmonton's Irish community. I will be meeting with him to provide him with advice.  via Historian Laureate email 

Oct-19 Asked a question about genealogy. I provided some sources for him. via City of Edmonton Archives

Oct-19
Asked where to find historic photos of Rio Terrace. I recommended that she contact the City Archives and the 

Provincial Archives. via Facebook Messenger

Oct-19
Asked if I could date a painting by the canvas board logo on the back. I said that I did not know when the 

canvas board was manufactured, but that the graphic and font styles were popular in the 1950s and early via my personal email

Nov-19
Asked if I could provide sources for humorous visual material created and collected by women in Canada from 

1800 to 1950. I gave her some suggestions and archival contacts. via Historian Laureate email 

Nov-19 Asked if I could give a talk at the Sketching History exhibit for residents of Strathcona Place.  TBD. via telephone 

Nov-19 Asked if I could present at  Michael Phair Junior High School's Career Day on December 18th. I accepted. via Facebook message

Nov-19
South West Edmonton Seniors Assoc asked if I could present a talk on Sketching History at their centre. I 

declined a talk at the centre but suggested that I could give a talk at the exhibit. March 23, 2020. via my personal email

Nov-19
Inquired about where to find plans for National Parks. I suggested Government Records in the Provincial 

Archives of Alberta, Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, and Library and Archives Canada. via my personal email



Nov-19
These two great-nieces of Gladys Reeves contacted me from New Zealand to say that they were delighted to 

read about my art blog posts about my art installation and paintings that honoured their Great-Aunt. via my personal email

Nov-19
Asked on behalf of the RAIC Conference if I could lead a tour/talk of the Sketching History exhibit and a sketch 

walk in the Rossdale area. I accepted the exhibit tour but said that unless the sketch walk would only be feasible via Historian Laureate email 

Nov-19
South East Edmonton Seniors Assoc asked if I could present a talk at their centre. I declined but suggested that 

I could give a talk at the Sketching History exhibit. TBD. via Historian Laureate email 

Dec-19
He requested an interview for Global TV about the 1920s. I suggested that he contact the EHC who can direct 

him to a historian with expertise in that era. I suggested that I would be happy to be interviewed about the via Historian Laureate email 

Jan-20
He is an Edmonton Journal reporter and wanted me to help him with his article on the naming of streets, parks, 

etc. in Edmonton. I suggested that he contact the EHC who can direct him to a historian with expertise in that via Historian Laureate email 

Jan-20
He asked if I could create and donate a drawing for a T-shirt fundraiser that he is doing for the Australian forest 

fire situation or if I could find an artist for him who would be willing to do that. I said that if he sent me an email via City Archives phone message and my 

personal emailJan-20
He asked if I could attend a meeting of the Society of Western Canadian Artists to talk about the Urban 

Sketching group and exhibit. TBD. via telephone

Jan-20
She contacted me to ask if I could speak to a group from The Learning Centre Literacy Association (TLCLA). I 

declined but suggested that I could give a talk at the Sketching History exhibit. Agreed for Jan 30th. via EHB email

Jan-20
He contacted me after he read my art blog post about my research and painting of the Beulah Home. He was a 

baby who was born at the home and he wrote a book about his life. via my personal email

Jan-20
She asked for information about John J. Mellon. I recommended contacting the City of Edmonton Archives and 

he Provincial Archives of Alberta. via Historian Laureate Facebook message

Feb-20

The Edmonton River Valley Conservation Coalition asked if they could re-post my blog post about my Gladys 

Reeves exhibit and her river valley advocacy. via my personal email

Feb-20
She requested an interview for Global TV about the history of MacEwan University. I suggested that she contact 

the EHC who can direct him to a historian with expertise in that area. via my personal email

Feb-20
Asked about the potential historic designation of Dr. Joseph Moreau's. I suggested that she contact David 

Johnston. via Historian Laureate email 


